Community Action Plan 2020-2025
Jun-Sep 2021 Update

PARTNERSHIP-WIDE

Strategic Direction

Who’s
Leading

IP Council
members, IP
staff

1.

Progress Update
•

Champion advocacy and engage with
elected officials, policy and systems
leaders
•

•

•

•
•

Document Number: 3790473

Continued to advocate for immigrant-responsiveness
within the regional pandemic response across sectors,
contributing to a developing health equity approach,
disaggregated data collection/dissemination, attention to
specific challenges, language access and culturally
appropriate responses. Supported ROWs development of
community outreach to diverse communities, multilingual resources on prevention measures, vaccine and
more, pop-up vaccine clinics.
The Kitchener Mayor’s Task Force on Equity, Diversity
and Inclusion wound down. IP engagement, together
with other committee members, resulted in a new equity
and anti-racism policy applicable to City Council, staff and
volunteers, a comprehensive disaggregated data strategy
development, a roadmap for building out equitable
hiring/retention strategies, a permanent equity and antiracism advisory committee of City Council be to put in
place, a framework for a community fund targeted at
supporting BIPOC communities and more.
In the Region’s Community Safety and Wellbeing Plan
Advisory Committee, advocated: 1. That the work is
grounded in IP research among immigrants to inform
planning, engagement, priorities and future action; 2.
That hate, racism and inequity to be included as priorities
affecting safety and wellbeing; and 3. That the plan
focuses on addressing systems change.
Further engagement with WRDBS senior leadership
about effective communication and outreach strategies
for immigrant populations.
Asked all Waterloo Region candidates for federal election
to share their positions on immigration and shared the
results widely to inform voting.
Assessed potential local impact of the federal
government’s plan to resettle 20,000 Afghan refugees to
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Strategic Direction

Who’s
Leading

IP Council
members,
partners, staff

2.

Progress Update

•
•

Build awareness of the Immigration
Partnership and beneficial impact of
immigration

•

Canada. Connected with community partners to
understand needs, connect service partners and take
some initial actions (see SSG below). Informed Regional
Council of current status. With KWCF/CNDCF, activated
the IP Fund for Immigrant and Refugee Initiatives as a
donation mechanism. Continued to communicate with
IRCC for updates to inform planning, response needs and
actions.
Through Council/SG partner and staff engagement in
pandemic tables and others, grew awareness of IP,
immigration and the experiences of immigrants.
Significant social media engagement via Twitter, LinkedIn
and Facebook to promote the importance and
contributions of immigrants to Canada. Approx. 4,275
(+375) followers and 305,586 (+61,020) impressions
across these platforms in the period.
Fostered significant media coverage of immigration and
IP through growing collaboration with a Waterloo
Chronicle editor:

Local college hosts podcast series featuring immigrants in Waterloo
Region, The Record, Waterloo Chronicle, Cambridge Times, July 8
I'mmigrant, CBC Morning Edition radio show, CBC News, July 10
Immigrants of Waterloo Region: Spotlight on the immigrants who
have chosen to make this area their home, Waterloo Chronicle,
Cambridge Times, July 26
‘We all belong’: Here’s how you can get a #RacialEquityWR
campaign lawn sign, New Hamburg Independent, Waterloo
Chronicle, Cambridge Times, August 12
Social media campaign encourages WR residents to take action
against racism, Kitchener Today, August 20
For immigrants in Waterloo Region, finding work is often a struggle,
Waterloo Chronicle, Cambridge Times, August 31

Partners, IP
staff

3.

Document Number: 3790473

The 2021 Newcomer Landlord Award is now open for nominations,
Waterloo Chronicle, Cambridge Times, The Record, the Start, Sept 7

•

Surpassed our goal of 1500 responses in the 2021
Immigrant Survey. Huge thanks to all our partners and
the 1507 immigrants that responded! The data is now
being analyzing. We are exploring how things have
changed since the 2019 survey and disaggregating the
data to see how experiences differ among specific
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Strategic Direction

Who’s
Leading

Lead collaborative learning and
community education

Progress Update

•

•

•

Immigrant Survey story headline in the
Waterloo Chronicle and New Hamburg
Independent. June 2021

•

SG partners,
IP staff

4.

Break down silos within the Partnership
and the community to promote
immigrant success

Document Number: 3790473

•

groups. Consulted with ROW staff about survey findings
informing ROW budget discussions.
Helped build data/research knowledge and capacity
among other LIPs – sharing IP’s Data and Evaluation
Framework, IP’s Immigrant Survey tool broadly, and
meeting individually with several other LIPs (Simcoe,
Grey-Bruce, Halton, and others). There is interest among
SW Ontario LIPs in possibly expanding the Immigrant
Survey to their communities in the next cycle.
Provided top languages for translation for several groups
that are looking to translate surveys or materials,
consulting with some on the process and suggestions
(Coalition of Muslim Women of KW, Region of Waterloo,
WRDSB, etc.).
Continued to grow partner/staff capacity for anti-racism
work by hosting an Anti-Racism 102 training for all
partners (ongoing from Mar-Jun) in implementation of
IPs Anti-Racism Commitment. Excellent engagement and
feedback. Facilitated a future action brainstorming
session in eraly Sept.
Regular updates to the Immigration portal, with 13,271
visits by 10,833 unique visitors and 311 visits to the
COVID landing page. Thirteen Weekly Updates on Covid19 and Immigration to 566 subscribers, with a 32% open
rate and 2,171 opens. Shared relevant research reports
via the Immigration Weekly to grow community
knowledge of immigration matters.
Ongoing engagement of a Council and Steering Groupwide approach to implementation of IPs Anti-Racism
Commitment and evaluation framework development.
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Strategic Direction

Who’s
Leading

Progress Update
•

Continued to share resources, connections, provide
support between BSG and SSG partners and pandemic
groups on language and interpretation issues, providing
linkages for guest speakers to specific
newcomer/racialized/language groups re vaccines and
safe-isolation sites.
Supported groups coming together to problem
solve for specific challenges, i.e. enabling
migrant farm workers in Waterloo Region to
apply for permanent residence through the new
IRCC program – connected the employer and
volunteer community groups to KWMCprovided tablets to assist English language
learning and YMCA language assessment
opportunities to meet requirements to apply.

•

•
•

Growing collaboration and alignment by regular staff
engagement with WR Crime Prevention Council, Children
and Youth Planning Table and Wellbeing Waterloo
Region peers (focus on aligning anti-racism/equity in
governance, data and evaluation, public education, and
more), and other Local Immigration Partnerships across
Ontario/Canada.
Convened weekly executive leadership meetings to
facilitate collaboration and alignment.
Ongoing connection with Local Immigration Partnership
peers in SW Ontario and nationally. Will host next SWO
LIP meeting in Oct.

SETTLE STEERING GROUP

Strategic Direction

1.

Who’s Leading

ROW Citizen
Service and Public
Health,
settlement
partners, IP staff

Document Number: 3790473

•

Progress Update

To support community efforts following the Afghan refugee
announcement, and in conversation with immigrant-receiving
partners, created a community-wide landing page providing
information about Afghan resettlement in Waterloo Region – what is
known, how people can help, and how to find out more
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Develop communication
strategies and tools to
simplify service systems
and pathways for
immigrants

•

•

2.
Drive collaboration and
innovation within the
settlement sector

YMCA, KWMC,
Reception House,
Carizon, MCRS, IP
staff
IP partners and
staff
Settlement
partners, IP staff

3.

•

(www.immigrationwaterlooregion.ca/AfghanResettlement). The
webpage is being updated as new information emerges.
Partners/staff continue to work with KW4 Ontario Health Team
partners in assessing critical needs in refugee/newcomer health –
focus on mental health, interpretation and pandemic-related needs.
The common interpretation commitment statement that we
collectively developed was formally adopted by the KW4 OHT and all
member agencies. Continue to develop tools for health care
providers about how to use interpretation, clarifying for OHT
members what an interpretation commitment means for individual
organizations, and other supports. An environmental scan regarding
interpretation is being developed as a foundation for future
conversations about a systemic approach to interpretation.
The Waterloo Wellington Local Health Integration Network has been
merged with 4 other LHINs within Ontario Health West. As they
review programming and budgets, the previous local funding that
provided free interpretation for physicians, specialists and LHINfunded community programs may be at risk.
Continue to work with YMCA, KWMC and Reception House is hosting
periodic lunches for direct-service staff to learn and network
together. Convened weekly executive leadership meetings to
facilitate collaboration and alignment.

Leverage service
providers and planning
tables as effective
immigrant supports
through strong
relationships and
collaboration

•

•

•
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Partners and staff are supporting KW4 Ontario Health Team (OHT)
groups, which have identified refugees as a priority population, to
determine health, mental health, and language interpretation
resources and pathways for refugees. Part of the KW4 OHT Refugee
Health working group and the Refugee Mental Health Working
Group. IP staff is leading KW4 Interpretation Services working group
until a health-sector co-lead is found.
Collaborated with Region of Waterloo Housing staff in the
preliminary planning to develop a portal housing benefit for equitydeserving populations (Black, Indigenous and people of colour).
Launched on Sept 9, it will be initially piloted with 30 families from
the community housing waiting list and, based on the insights from
that, community organizations from specific population groups will
be engaged to drive program planning and implementation.
Maintained connection to housing and other community action
tables to bring forward immigrant perspectives. Staff and partners
met with Cambridge Affordable Housing Roundtable specifically
regarding outreach to landlords in Cambridge. Staff & partners will
be participating in Leadership Waterloo Region’s affordable housing
panel discussion in October. Participated in City of Waterloo’s
Housing Grant consultations to share immigrant perspectives.
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•
Settlement and
other partners, IP
staff

4.
Engage networks of
private stakeholders in
supporting immigrants

•

Recruited additional partners for the Immigrant Housing Working
Group. Local housing providers and interested individuals met
regularly to share, network and problem-solve in this SSG sub-group.
Building on IPs video series featuring Landlord Award recipients, IP,
Reception House and Compass are developing a series of videos
about newcomers finding home in Waterloo Region (“This is Home”).
The first one is available at
www.immigrationwaterlooregion.ca/LandlordAward and additional
videos will be added as they are completed.

WORK STEERING GROUP

Strategic Direction

1.

Who’s Leading

WSG
members/IP
staff

Develop campaigns and tools to amplify
the value proposition and economic
contribution of immigrants to employers

WSG members/
IP staff

2.
Foster cohesive service to employers
and immigrant job-seekers across
sectors and the talent spectrum

Document Number: 3790473

Progress Update

Ongoing placement of strategic ads in Chamber newsletters
and directories, social media and virtual events for
awareness building and message sharing, including:
• Promoted via Chamber of Commerce (Cambridge and
Greater KW) events and publications.ie. annual
publications
• Gaining greater awareness through the use of social
media: LinkedIn posts related to hiring immigrant talent
and associated topics. Promoting partnerships with other
organizational initiatives.
• Hosted a booth at Greater KW Chamber Business Around
5 events using video, backdrops and chatrooms to build
awareness and engage with employers.
• Worked closely with employment service partners and
employers to build the bridge for immigrants to access
meaningful employment.
• Continued to work closely with the Workforce Planning
Board (WFPB) to market their FindyourJob.ca job board
and to discuss the future of including more immigrant
hiring, networking and resource tools.
• The Talent Hub task group have been meeting and in
light of the pandemic and limited funding they have
chosen to explore FindYourJob.ca (via WFPB) as the
platform to provide additional resources to employers
and also job seekers to get connected. The logistics to
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Strategic Direction

Who’s Leading

WSG
members/IP
staff

3.

Progress Update

still be worked on and reviewed by SWO WFPB’s and
some funding is still be reviewed by the Workforce
Planning Board. A presentation was given to WSG and
they agreed to move in this direction. Next step: to give
an overview to Council (if this is required). It is still in the
planning stages and looking for next steps from WFPB.

•

Engage networks of employers to hire
and retain immigrants

IP’s Nora (right) with Bashir from
Reception House (centre) recognizing
Shawn Brake of Conestoga College
(left) for exceptional contributions to
refugee employment in Waterloo
Region. Waterloo, June 2021.

•

•

Document Number: 3790473

WSG’s role is to bring awareness to employers that
immigrants are invaluable to their organization, that they
are here and ready to work; also to look at processes and
systems that will allow employers to easily access this
talent and make connections. During COVID the message
stays the same: Immigrants are a great source of talent.
Engaging employer partners in 2020 was a challenge
because of COVID but there has been an increase in
outreach from employers desperately looking for
people. Manufacturing, healthcare, warehousing,
restaurants and retail and more. They do not know
where to turn. They are looking at how they can hire
immigrants and refugee’s and from where. Other
employers have more questions around immigration law
– how to retain folks who have been on a work permit or
how to bring people from abroad. The questions and
concerns are growing on behalf of employers. We are
sharing job postings to our network regularly but clearing
it shows the need for a hub where immigrants and
refugee’s can go to access jobs and employers can
engage them. Some the roles are not what immigrants
are looking for but we continue to share any job postings
received within our network so that a bridge can be
created for immigrants to access
employers. FindYourJob.ca reports an increase in job
postings across the region.
Participating in the Reskilling Initiative being led by the
Region of Waterloo with representatives from education,
business, service providers. The goal is to access funding
for a pilot that would focus on one sector (Warehousing)
to increase its ability to hire and retain talent.
Immigrants and refugees will play a significant role within
this project. This project was put on hold for a few
months as the Region’s Economic Dev who are leading
this project are focused other priorities. More funding
will be available and this group will reconvene in the fall
of 2021.
The Working Together project with Reception house (a
three year program) wrapped up. During the summer
months, we recognized the employers who participated
in Working Together with a gift and they shared their
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Strategic Direction

Who’s Leading

Progress Update

•

•

•
IP staff

4.
Collaborate with leaders and
organizations (public, private and notfor-profit) to foster immigrant
attraction, employment and
entrepreneurship

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Document Number: 3790473

success and excitement about the program. Reception
House are continuing to work on supporting employers
and making employment connections. Employers hired
over 120 refugees during the 3 years.
Continued to partner with the Greater KW Chamber on
the weekly Business Success webinars until June and will
continue forward with these during the fall of 2021 and
winter/spring of 2022. The least one of the season
focused on the Mentorship and Connector
Programs. Between September and June close to 1,200
employers participated and grew their awareness of
IP. We will continue this partnership again in the fall of
2021 and winter/spring of 2022.
Partnered with the Greater KW Chamber of Commerce
on the Manufacturing Summit in July.
Working with both the Greater KW Chamber and
Cambridge Chamber on immigrant related events as we
move throughout this year and beyond.
Worked closely with regional economic development
reps via Best WR. Continue to address various sectors
and what they are facing during COVID and how this
group can support them. This group will continue
working together beyond COVID as they need has been
expressed that there is not a community table to discuss
the urgent talent gaps for employers.
Participating in a group of leaders from regional
economic development, Communitech, education and
more to plan for a funding application for reskilling to
bring immigrant focus. (see above)
Continued to deepen connections and interactions with
economic development during COVID with City of
Waterloo, City of Kitchener and City of Cambridge ED
reps. City of Cambridge will join WSG this fall.
Participated in regular ‘All Hands On’ economic
development meeting with business and community
leaders sharing status of supports and advocating
through COVID.
Continued to work with the Small Business Centre,
promote their workshops and make connections with
immigrant service providers to improve supports for
immigrant entrepreneurs.
Continued to partner with other Immigration
Partnerships across Southwestern Ontario to deliver
webinars for employers. The last one was in June:
Bilingualism in the Workplace. We will continue this
partnership throughout 2021 and 22. Will also be
working with other LIPS on a Workforce Conference.
Continued to work with the Job Developer Group and
CELC (Community Employment and Literacy Council)
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Strategic Direction

Who’s Leading

•

•

Progress Update

Through our partnership with Worldwide Education
Services (WES) we are working on a program called
Immigrants Works. The ultimate goal is to launch an
employer playbook for Waterloo Region re: hiring
immigrants and more. Have been meeting bi-weekly with
WES team to develop a work plan, monthly with
foundational partners, and have been doing employer
informant interviews throughout the summer to get their
feedback about needs and ideas for the format for
the Employer Workhop on October 28, 2021. This WES
initiative will review IP’s employer engagement work, the
hub and more, and build on and enhance the work we
have already been doing.
We will be participating in the Manufacturing Day event
this October with Workforce Planning Board. This year it
will remain via video vs in person tours. The video will
include a tour of local manufacturers and an opportunity
to hear from the owners and HR professionals about
opportunities.

BELONG STEERING GROUP
Strategic Direction

1.
Build connections, capacity, and civic
engagement among ethno-cultural
groups and the community at large to
increase immigrant influence in
policymaking and social connectedness

Document Number: 3790473

Who’s
Leading

BSG partners, IP
staff and Social
Inclusion
Working Group
(SIWG)

Progress Update
•
•
•

Continued participation in discussions that affect the
lives of immigrants and refugees with community
partners, ethnocultural groups, and members.
Attended four-week training by Region of Waterloo
Deepening Conversations Second Round: Deepening
the Conversations on Reconciliation.
The Social Inclusion Working Group planned and
organized the first virtual WR Multicultural Connections
event with the goals: providing an opportunity for
different ethno-cultural communities to exchange
experiences relating to social isolation, social
exclusion/inclusion/connectedness, and belonging.
- Many immigrants and refugee communities
experience social isolation and exclusion from the
broader community. There was discussion that
promoted and explored the potential for collective
action to increase social connectedness and
inclusion across different ethno-cultural groups. 35
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Strategic Direction

Who’s
Leading

Progress Update

•
Presentation by guest speaker Wafa
Agha – Belonging!
Ethno-Cultural Multicultural
Connections June 2021

2.
Work with municipalities and other
public sector partners as leaders and
advocates to strengthen immigrant
welcoming, inclusion, and engagement

•
•
City of
Waterloo, City
of Kitchener,
City of
Cambridge, IP
staff

•

IP’s Abiha Syed (left) with Kelly Fran
(middle) Indigenous Consultant and
Professor and Brittney Emslie (right)
BSG’s Chair from KWMC.

3.
Increase public support for immigration,
and action to address racism,
Document Number: 3790473

•

•

IP Staff and
Public
Education
Working Group
(PEWG)

•

people from different communities attended the
event.
- Fidelia Ukueje – Vice President, Nigerians in the
Region of Waterloo (NIROW) and Wafa Agha –
Board of Directors Member, Women
Empowerment Society of Waterloo Region and
Guelph City, were the guest speakers
Ongoing updating of ethno-cultural groups list and
efforts to make connections and build relationships.
Ongoing phone and zoom meetings to build a rapport
and relationship with ethno-cultural leaders/members.
Participated in the Newcomers in politics roundtable
event committee.
The Indigenization 4-week certificate training 102 is in
discussion and will be finalized soon. It will be a holistic
approach to learning by Kelly Fran Davis and will be
titled Pathway To Reconciliation. This training will be by
invitation-only to those who attended Indigenization
training 101 in May of 2021.
Continued support/participation, share resources,
networking, provide support between partners on
language and interpretation issues, providing
connections for guest speakers to specific
newcomer/racialized/language groups re belonging
and community building.
- Election Project, 2022 Municipal Election – City of
Kitchener. To engaging residents on alternative
voting methods (E.g. paper ballots, online voting,
vote by mail, and telephone voting) and improving
the election processes.
- Social Isolation Toolkit to improve social
connectedness for senior/older adults – City of
Waterloo
- Newcomers’ Connections Conference - City of
Cambridge
Collaborated with the Region of Waterloo in discussion
on the Out of Province Immunization Form and
accessibility for newcomers. Public Health intends to
register vaccination doses in the Province’s electronic
immunization record.
Continue to support, collaborate and build capacity to
address hate crime, hate incidents, racism at the
individual, organizational, and community level by
attending related workshops and trainings.
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Strategic Direction
discrimination and foster immigrant
belonging through campaigns and
initiatives

Abiha Syed and Brittney Emslie
visited local businesses to promote
the #RacialEquityWR campaign.

Visit to The Healing of the Seven
Generations Centre. Dianne Boston
Nyp from Volunteer action centre
(front), Scott Norton and volunteer
Serena (left/back), Abiha Syed from IP,
Brittney Emslie BSG Chair from KWMC
(far right)

Document Number: 3790473

Who’s
Leading

Progress Update
Ongoing contributions to the webpage with anti-racism
work/resources/connectors taking place in Waterloo
Region. The webpage is housed on the IP website
RacialEquityWR
• The PEWG continues to develop anti-racism strategies,
resources, and campaigns like #RacialEquityWR.
- #RacialEquityWR lawn sign Campaign was
launched, 780 lawn signs are printed.
- It is an evolving campaign to end
racism/discrimination, to show solidarity and take
action against hate in Waterloo Region. It engages
residents, local businesses, and community
partners in creating a welcoming and anti-racist
community.
- 15 community partners and members were
consulted and feedback was taken about the
design, wordings/messaging, and purpose of the
lawn signs. Received 98% positive feedback and the
minor suggestions were taken into consideration.
- Partnered with the Kitchener Public Library,
Waterloo Public Library, Idea Exchange Library, and
Regional Libraries (Ayr, New Hamburg, Elmira,
Wellesley) and their branches as the
#RacialEquityWR lawn signs pick up sites.
- Abiha Syed and Brittney Emslie visited local
businesses in the downtown areas of Kitchener,
Waterloo, and Cambridge to promote the
#RacialEquityWR campaign.
• Partnered with Arcy Canumay the Bicycle Mayor of
Waterloo for a #RacialEquityWR Bike Ride event at
Victoria Park.
- This event teamed up with bike collaborators and
allies: Cities of Kitchener/Waterloo/Cambridge,
CycleWR, Sustainable Waterloo Region, People
Protected WR, Cycling into the future, Student
Transportation Services of Waterloo Region,
WRDSB and WCDSB, NCR Canada, and Cycling
advocates
- Abiha Syed and Brittney Emslie shared the
#RacialEquityWR campaign details and the
importance to take action against hate in building a
welcoming and antiracist community. Arcy
Canumay shared the plan of having a larger
#RacialEquityWR community bike ride in the
Summer of 2022
•
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Strategic Direction

Who’s
Leading

Municipal
partners, IP
staff

4.

Progress Update
•

Collaborate with systems and
community tables and leaders
•
•

•

Document Number: 3790473

Continue to participate and work closely with
Psychosocial and spiritual working group – A pandemic
response group with the purpose to help people know
where and how to access psychosocial and spiritual
supports during the pandemic - Wellbeing Waterloo
Continue to participate and work closely with
Cambridge Mobilization Team.
Continue to be a member of the Region of Waterloo’s
internal Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Human rights
(EDI) Working Group
Significant promotion and outreach to the ethnocultural members to participate in the 2021 Immigrant
Survey through emails and What’s App messages.
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Welcome New Partners!
SSG: Alana Banton (Region of Waterloo, Housing - replacing Sherry White), Rozina Shaheen (Muslim
Social Services KW), Wisam Osman (Coalition of Muslim Women KW), Jenni Wagler (COMPASS Refugee
Centre)
BSG: Amy Slack (Cambridge Self-Help Food Bank – replacing Chaitali Maybhate)

Context and cross-referrals
Immigration Data and Trends
• In August, the federal government announced it will resettle 20,000 Afghan refugees in Canada.
Some of have started to arrive in Waterloo Region; total arrivals are yet known.
• Canada’s immigration target for 2021 is 401,000. As of the end of June, 144,715 new permanent
residents had been admitted to Canada (a mix of people previously in country on a temporary
permit and PR applicants with no prior history in Canada).
o In Ontario, this included 41,390 economic immigrants, 12,920 sponsored family
members and 15,395 refugees.
• There were 2,980 new permanent resident admissions in Waterloo Region in Q1 and Q2 2021
(1,775 Kitchener, 780 Waterloo, 405 Cambridge, 10 Woolwich, 10 Wilmot).
• Permanent resident arrivals for 2021 Q2 were 200% higher than 2020 Q2 and 43% higher than
2019 Q2. (IRCC data, 2021)

WR Quarterly PR Arrivals (2015 Q1 - 2021 Q2)
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2015-Q3
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•

Average monthly PR admissions numbers have increased from 208 per month in 2015 up to 383
in 2019, down to 254 in 2020 and are back up to the highest yet – 497 per month Q1 and Q2
2021. At this pace, Waterloo Region will have a projected total of almost 6,000 PR admissions in
2021.
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Contributors to success
• We met our goal of hearing from more than 1500 immigrants through the Immigrant Survey in
June in large part due to outreach and promotion by partners. THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!
• Partners have been keen to know what others are doing and partner when possible (though this
is tempered by the demands of simply adapting to this quickly changing environment).
• Solid foundation of partnership and collaboration within IP.
Challenges and how we’re responding
• Partners have been challenged to continue programs virtually but have moved many
programs/events to virtual space using multiple methods. Outreach to individuals who are not
connected to specific programs or who lack tech access/skills to connect virtually is a challenge
but partners are reaching out on a one-on-one basis. Virtual programming presents some
challenges and also many opportunities.
How Council or other Steering Groups can support
• Refer employers seeking talent to WSG.
• Share and nominate landlords for IP’s 2021 Newcomer Landlord Award until the September 17
deadline.
• Review and improve as needed organizational policies on interpretation provision.
• Participate in BSG’s #RacialEquityWR camapaign – display lawnsigns, posters and more to help
spread the message at home, work and in the community.
Other community initiatives and how to they relate
• The Region of Waterloo and cities of Kitchener and Waterloo are building up staff capacity to
address equity, anti-racism and diversity. We are following developments and looking to align.
• Regional Council is working towards a regional anti-racism plan. This relates directly to the
Belong Steering Group’s goal in CAP 2020-2025 that “Immigration is widely supported and
racism and discrimination are addressed through a regional Anti-Racism Strategy.” It struck a
community advisory committee and we continue to explore alignment.
• We are exploring formal membership with the KW4 Ontario Health Team.
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